
Chellington Questions 2012

Q1! "Helpmate# at the start of a game.

How could black checkmate white on his second move?
You assume that white cooperates fully in getting himself checkmated! - hence "helpmate#.

Please give all four moves.

Q2! How many different moves are available to white at the start of a game?

Q3! If a knight is placed on A1 on an otherwise empty chess board, how many moves 
are available to him.

Q4! How many squares are there  from which it could move to any one of 8 positions? 
Note that these squares are found towards the middle of the board.

Q5! How many edge squares are there from which a knight can command four 
squares?

Q6! Only two opposing pieces are to be put on a chess board. The knight is placed on 
its starting square of B1. Where can the bishop be placed to prevent the knight from safely 
moving?

Q7! A rook starts on a corner square of an otherwise empty board.  How many moves 
will it take him to land on or pass through all the remaining 63 squares on the board? How 
far must he travel in total, assuming that he has done it efficiently?

Q8! If a bishop is to be placed anywhere on a chess board, what are the maximum and 
the minimum number of squares that it can command?

Q9! If six different white chessmen are placed a row, explain how there are 720 different 
orders in which they can stand from left to right.

Q10! Six different white chessmen and six different black chessmen are to be put in a row 
from left to right. In how many different orders can they be placed if they are to be placed 
a)  anyhow
b)  with colour alternating along the row
c) four "royalty# in the middle

Q11! A knight completes a square in four moves, as it returns to its starting point. If the 
side of each square is one inch explain how the area of the square drawn from the middle 
of one square to the middle of the next round the route comes to exactly five square 
inches. 



Q12! Draw a diagram showing how a knight can move from one corner of the board to 
a) the opposite corner in the minimum number of moves.
b) an adjacent corner in the minimum number of moves.

Q13! Extension Question.  On a diagram of a whole chess board mark the number of 
moves required for a knight to move from the top left square to the next square along and 
mark that in number in the square. Now mark in the number of moves from the top left 
square to the square two along. 
Now continue thus to cover the knight moves required to get from the top left to each of 
the other squares. This is thus 63 separate puzzles in total.

Q14! If a queen is placed on an otherwise empty chess board. Up to how many squares 
will she command? What is the least number of squares she could command?

Now answer both parts of A for 
B a Rook, 
C a Knight
D a Bishop

Q15! White to play and mate asap: four different puzzles depending on how many pawns 
black has as indicated below.

White has K, Q, and R (on kings side) - all on their usual starting places

Black has K on its usual starting place and
a) Nothing else
b) A pawn on E7 - This is the hardest. Perhaps leave it to the end.
c) Pawns on E7 and D7
d) Pawns on D7, E7 and F7

In each case give the minimum number of white moves to achieve checkmate. Also write 
down White#s moves and Black#s moves.


